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[nino] wrote:
“From the way I see it, we're on deathground (see sun tzu). Humanity has
lost everything. Bill Gates announcing microchip vaccines(otherwise we
won't return to normal), 5G is being planted everywhere(ionizing radiation
that doesn't allow your body to absorb oxygen), digital currency will
probably replace cash, thermal cameras with facial recognition and
tracking civilians down after google and Facebook allows the
governments to snoop on private data. The economy is crashed on
purpose, small business is getting wiped out. I don't have fear anymore.
We have nothing to lose.”

I wanted to write something brief on this. The observations here are correct. The
game played here is very severe, and all the enemy is doing now, is indeed
pushing this too far. And this is exactly what we knew would happen. Everyone
was prepared, we knew, we were informed, it's now here, and getting pushed.

Everyone knew what the enemy is and now, everyone else can see it too.
Everyone else, also. Now except of nutjobs and in general xians who whine
about "The Mark of the Beast" and other stupid bible jew stuff, and miss the
obvious points, that this is the jews implementing this psychopathic subliminal
stuff on all of humanity, and that's all there is to it. This is called predictive
programming and this is not the word of any "God".

Many freedoms have already gone out of the window, governments became
oppressive over a couple of weeks, and where this situation is going, everyone
can see. These are the same "Governments" that make always the case to whine
about Hitler which didn't do 1% of all of that nor ever had any plans like this, or
even thought of anything like that. But these are the jews. They whine their
enemies displaced them, and for when they are in power, they have things in
mind that would make people pray there were 350 Hitlers for every state on Earth
right now, to save our ass from what the NWO is planning, as Hitler attempted to
do.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=39223


Now, in some governments, there is even remote conversation in governments
for chipping to take place. Forced vaccination is the case in other places, and
many theories about where this is and what conspiracies lie behind this, are
taking circles faster than ever around the world.

Xians and others see this with a lot of fear, and as usual cling to their
"prophecies", which are largely predictive programming by the enemy, who
wanted them in the first place to self manifest these. Due to the excessive
amount of energy, events like these tend to manifest. If they can hold, they fully
manifest. If not, they fall apart, with disastrous circumstances for the creators and
planners of these hoaxes. Everyone can see what outcome is desired here.

I say the perspective on our end is different because knowledge and
enlightenment gives more understanding. For one, this amount of global
exposure, is a perfect situation for finally, global change. All of the stuff that we
have been informing for years, is now global and mainstream. This is good news.

And this is not even the end. The bad news is that the enemy's already
pre-planned attack, comes at a cost for humanity, but that is only a mid-tier
problem in the end of the day. The blunt of the issue falls on the enemy.

Everyone is asking themselves if something that is on the level of danger as this
virus, they do global lockdowns, crash the global economy, leave millions and
millions unemployed, and in general, force people down the hospital bed to do
questionable or experimental vaccines on them mandated by law, I wonder who
is the conspiracy nutjob anymore, and who is the normal person. The only
conspiracy nutjobs right now are the people who believe that this is exactly as
the "Mainstream" claims and that there are no conspiracies behind how the
existing virus crisis is being handled.

Watching Billy Gate's latest interview with Trevor Noah, it's pretty clear, this is
only stress testing for the masses for things that will happen in the future, and will
involve all the more trickology so that we become greys, gradually. These will
include all the way from micro chipping, random and consistent 5G surveillance
over what will be sold as "convenience", forced vaccinations, complete removal
of independent automobiles [cause goy some people crash yearly and we can't
take this, gotta have your Tesla so it can drive you to the cliff if the 5G grid
discovers you've been naughty], and all sorts of other tricky and typically jewish
natured attempts to slowly turn the world into a global Chinese CCP party world.



They want to turn this situation into normal procedure. The abnormal has to
become the new normal. "Slavery Is Freedom" from Orwell sounds pretty fitting
here. In the future, our "Smart Homes" and "Alexa" may just impose the
lockdown on their own, by locking the door or something. "For our health". We
will not be able to verify if anything is real or not, as maybe the AI will have on its
own understood and found fitting ways to censor humanity, and "Save us from
our stupidity", such as discovering the obvious plots of a very obviously ALIEN
group of souls and people, not native to this earth by any means. Because
probably the people will want to get out of this. At least the "mentally ill", "social
dangers" and "conspiracy theorist" people.

Every time they want to implement something, maybe there will be another
"Coronavirus" type of incident, which this time had a real virus basis, and maybe
in the future not even necessary to be real, but only run as a simulation on top of
an already simulated and dumb humankind? Who knows? Maybe, maybe not.
Billy was salivating over this opportunity and how much "transformation" it's
bringing worldwide, in his interviews.

In these crises, what one must look for, is who is trying to make the most profit
out of these. By seeing that, one can understand who is behind these things and
for what reason. Billy looked even in the scripted interview that he loves the idea
that people will become chipped so that they can be identified like pigs in a farm.

Some people also quoted David Icke, and yes, he was largely correct in his latest
interview and said only facts about where this thing is going collectively. His
interview on London Real disappeared for a reason, probably on the pretext that
he was saying that this was a "hoax" or that the situation wasn't exactly as it
looked like.

Just look at all the comments even in Jewtube, which clearly affects this with bots
and adds lies and more lies, such as fake like bars, and you will see. Everyone
now, globally, has turned aware of the NWO. There are no "Nutjobs" and no
"Conspiracy Theorists" anymore. It's everyone. Name them as you will, jews,
technocracy, lizards, reptilians, psychopaths, profiteers, the end result remains
the same.

And here is where the situation gets really serious, and is very good and very
bad at the same time. With the enemy at such level of exposure now, they will
definitely lash out, very strongly, and try to do their best to force everything we
already know and have been sharing. But here is where they can lose it all in an



unprecedented situation of mass violence, rioting, and destruction, which is them
reaping what they are sowing. No artificial intelligence simulation can actually
figure this out.

Also, the fact that this exposure happened before the internet completely went
black-out, is in itself, a miracle. From now on, everything the JWO does will be
exposed globally and everyone will know instantly what they are doing.

In short, the enemy is fucking themselves up. There is nothing else that they
could have done other than what has already happened. The only next step
would be to utilize military to try to control the situation, and their artificial bots to
try to censor the net as they have been doing on all of their platforms. Other than
that, they have lost major influence worldwide.

Nothing is more important now than spreading the last bits of information, and
doing the RTR's. Don't skip a day. Clearly, the enemy is off the far end, and now
that is the best and the worst time at the same time, to do what is necessary. The
world is not in short of stupid people who will do stupid actions. The situation is
red alert right now for this planet.

Lastly, the Gods have let it known they will intervene. Do not worry about that
part, it will happen in the ways that they see fit. We just have to do our part. It
doesn't matter how much of the enemy progresses, in the end, it will all be ashes
if they progress. But we have to understand that this matters for humanity living
on this earth and that there is no joke.

They pose no problem to the Gods or anyone else, they will be dealt with. In the
meanwhile, we have to do what we have to do to raise awareness and do our
part so that the situation goes in the best way possible for humanity.

This is going to come to an end, a final end. But it will not be the end for
humanity, but rather other things that have been a universal plague for long. And
that is certain.
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